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Objectives/Goals
My objectives are to (1) calculate the age of Monoceros R2 by producing an H-R diagram, (2) to find a
correlation between the ages of clusters in existing literature and their galactic coordinates, distance,
diameter, and height.

Methods/Materials
(1) After obtaining an account and acquiring a time slot, access the Faulkes Telescope in order to capture
images of Monoceros R2. Then, complete the photometry and produce the H-R diagram using Microsoft
Excel. Conduct the same procedure for nine other clusters, three clusters from three different age groups
(young, intermediate, old). Acquire the information for each cluster on the WEBDA database.

Results
(1) The H-R diagram for NGC 1976 (7.11 years in log age, one of the young clusters) was most alike to
Monoceros R2, therefore they were of similar age. 
(2) Galactic latitude, longitude, and distance were insignificantly correlated with the age, as shown by the
low correlation coefficient and high p-value.
With the high correlation coefficient and low p-value, the diameter versus age and height versus age
relationships were significantly related.

Conclusions/Discussion
(1) The estimated age of Monoceros R2 is 13 million years old, or 7.11 years old in log age.
(2) Height and diameter were correlated with the age, while galactic longitude, latitude, and distance were
not. Therefore, my hypothesis concerning distance versus age was incorrect, while the height versus age
prediction was proven to be true.

Age was calculated for the Monoceros R2 cluster and physical characteristics of open clusters were
compared with their age.
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